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Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Condition: New. 112 pages. BFF troubles and an exotic trip filled with
animalsyoung readers 610 will love stepping into the world of spunky 4thgrade artist Channing
OBanning!Fourth-grader Channing OBanning always has a colored pencil stuck in her hair. A girl
who prefers her sketch book to her math bookor any book, for that matterbudding artist Channing
is the star of this new chapter book series. With parents who think shes from Mars, an annoying
older sister who acts like Queen of the World, and a surprisingly cool Nana, Channing navigates the
fourth grade in hilarious stories every kid can relate to. For fans of Judy Moody or Junie B. Jones,
Channing OBannings antics will be familiar and welcomeand parents will love that Channing
always learns a biblically based lesson. Channing and best friend Maddy have always been
inseparableuntil now. Maddy is smitten with Marco, the new boy from Costa Ricaand Chan doesnt
like it one bit. But Chans ears perk up when Marco tells the class about thequetzal, a beautiful bird
that lives in South American rainforests. Chan is determined that she will someday capture the bird
in her sketchbook. By a weird twist of fate, Channings...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. it absolutely was writtern very properly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad advised this
ebook to find out.
-- Am a nda  La r kin-- Am a nda  La r kin

Merely no terms to explain. it was actually writtern quite properly and helpful. I realized this pdf from my dad and i suggested this ebook to discover.
-- Cletus Q uig ley-- Cletus Q uig ley
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